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Finally, proof positive that a dick is way less complicated than a pussy!
The race was on when Jiggly Jugs lined up men vs women giving eash a sheet of paper
had the women race to draw what they felt being drawn on their back while the line of
men did the same. Even though everyone knows one of the most complicated things in
the world is a woman's pussy this contest revealed even more. Go Go Trump drew her
“dick” but after drawing the head she then licked it and added what looked like
fireworks while On The Game started yelling “yeah, big harry dick”? Comments from
the men's line included Invisible Man saying the drawing was upside down and Who
The Fuck Is Alice asking if this was an oyster while Swollen Colon noted that a dick is
much easier to feel on your back than a pussy, and he knows. Sick, sick, sick steward!
Run Offenses can go array as Shit Lay found out when he was called in to recognize his
birthday then spontaneously renamed Shit Shag. Isn't that
the same thing he asked? A visiting hasher from Finland was
called in to show us he was bi-colored: white white &
sunburn red. Apparently they don't see the sun this time of
year in Finland.
Dirty Dozen, one of our hard-working beer-truck staff was
awarded her 333 Shirt. Well done, these shirts take work!
Jiggly Jugs and her virgin-hare husband Ice Arse gave us a
great set of trails, and a sneak preview of No Hope's run
there in 2 weeks. We wound through the quarries, sand pits
and hills in such a convoluted way that few knew where they

were until they were back. Bjorn To Run even started the run a second time not
realizing he was just 200 m from the laager on what's known as a lollipop run. Ice Arse
later got in all the idiots that literally fell for his falsie over the 6 meter cliff. Seven
came in for a down-down. Well done hares, and additionally a good job on getting the
heavy rain to stop just before we ran while also letting the nearby garbage dump restart
their plastic burn piles.

Jiggly Jugs says she volunteered to be steward so she could keep Ice Arse on the ice!
Invisible Man and Fungus iced our 2 visitors before they were pounced upon by Wilma
offering dry shirts for sale—of course ones with
his picture. And mentioning pictures we always
need to think of committee like Ya Ba that help
us record and share the day. Remember to
thank her, maybe buy her a beer. The same
goes for the scribe except the thank you part.
Wilma called in the GM for having passed the
GMship (and kit) over to him the week before
saying he wouldn't be here. During the week
Not Long Enough realized he'd had his calendar
upside down and called Wilma saying it's next week that he won't be here but also he
couldn't find the GM hat and horn. Some say too
much education. Others say too much of something
else.
ON ON, Scribe, Fungus
(more pictures)

